First hand-adjustable fuel pump/bypass combination from
Weldon—lifetime warranty included
Weldon, the only racing fuel pump maker who uses all-metallic internal
pumping components—no plastics or Phenolics permitted—has
announced a new and innovative fuel pump with an integral bypassing
regulator. Called the Sportsman, it is light weight (4.1lb) and supports
race engines producing over 1200 horsepower.
___________________________________________________________
Efficiencies in the pumping chamber have a decisive effect on reduced amp draw
which, in turn, liberates more electrical current to power other components.
Inevitably, these efficiencies are further demonstrated in a cooler running pump—
and cooler running fuel.

Features:
• Tool steel internals, including pump
ring, pump rotor, and pump vanes,
mean inner working parts will neither
fracture nor deteriorate with heat nor
will pump flow be impaired when fuel
pressure is increased
• Hand-adjustable knurled knob
on bypassing regulator means no
Multiple mounting ports for easy interchangeability
adjusting tools required
• Multiple mounting provisions on
pump base mean easy interchangeability with most similarly rated fuel pumps
• Tool steel pumping chamber, generating high efficiencies, means surprisingly
low amperage draw
• Teflon diaphragm with a 1.7 sq. in. surface area, the largest currently available,
means reduced fuel pressure fluctuations and compatibility with all fuels
• Efficient pump motor, accepting 12 to 16 volts, means impressive pumping
power
• AN-10 inlet and outlet ports and AN-8 bypassing port (all chamfered and counter
bored for O-ring seals) mean convenience and correctly sized for maximum fuel
delivery
• Priced at $432.00
• Fully covered by Weldon’s famous lifetime warranty and qualifies for
contingency awards in NHRA, NMRA, and NMCA events

BEST WARRANTY
IN THE BUSINESS?

As pump returns at
Weldon are so rare,
they decided to cover
them with a lifetime
warranty. "If you ever
have a problem with a
Weldon product," says
Jim Craig, "call us and
we'll fix it—and in most
circumstances, it will
be free of charge.
That’s the Weldon way
of doing business.”

For more information contact:

Weldon Racing Pumps
640 Golden Oak Parkway,
Oakwood Village, Ohio 44146
Telephone (440) 232-2282 or visit www.WeldonRacing.com or e-mail Jim Craig at: jcraig@weldonpumps.com

